
 

Short Course #1:  Personal Tutoring: Give better, more 

effective advice 

Lesson 3:  ‘Practice’ using the Bedford Model  

The use of mental visualisation strategies for learning are probably most strongly associated 

with sport and the acquisition or enhancement of motor skills.  We’re all familiar with the image 

of the athlete in the locker room before the big game using their mental faculties to build 

confidence and establish their readiness for the game.  In their mind’s eye they are rehearsing 

moves, planning strategies, preparing tactics to cope with disappointments so that they can 

stay focused on success.  Research in areas as diverse as science education and management 

shows that different visualisation strategies can support development of skills, knowledge and 

dispositions in a number of domains.   

Lesson 3 asks you to visualise what applying the Bedford Model might look like in a 

hypothetical interaction with a student.  The idea is not to develop a script to follow, but to 

become more familiar with and rehearse using the tools and processes of the model.  The most 

effective way to learn is to work with the model in real life rather than simply read about it.  You 

may even want to consider involving a colleague and work on developing your skills together 

through role play, mutual observation and discussion.  Visualisation and role playing provide 

opportunities to experiment in a safe environment. 

The Case Study 

Sam is a second year international student from South Korea. In his first year he achieved very 

good results but seems to be struggling badly in his second year. He has not taken up any of 

your invitations to come and speak about the issue.  Today Sam has unexpectedly stopped by 

your office to say hello.  He talks about last week’s lecture, how interesting he found it and then 

moves on to an article he read in The Economist on the same topic.  

Using Lesson 1 as a guide, visualise, role play or simply discuss with a colleague, how you 

could use the Bedford Model to support Sam.  You may want to take notes or write a narrative 

of your interaction with Sam. 

 

One step further:  Mentoring graduate students across cultures 

(www.uwo.ca/tsc/faculty_programs/.../PG_3_MentoringAcrossCultures.pdf) is a detailed and helpful 

guide produced by the University of Western Ontario.  Ignore the ‘graduate’ bit, the 

overarching concepts and information are useful for working with international students at any 

stage of their university career – and might give you some additional clues about working 

effectively with Sam. 


